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Some remarks from this workshop
1. Different forms of and objectives for harmonization (vertical, horizontal, 

between levels of government, private vs public) (Caperchione)

2. European context: some communalities but relevant differences 
(Caperchione), not only on regulation design, but possibly also on 
processes/strategies to implement

3. History and local context should be considered (Caperchione)

4. Colombia, Chile, Dom. Republic and Paraguay - diferences (deadlines and
regime) and communalities (conceptual convergence, information
systems gaps, difficulties on consolidation). What about WGA?

5. Case Pará, Brazil, challenges to implement Accounting Systems, low
use/interest of accrual-accounting information by politicians. 

6. Interesting, none of them listed political barriers, and the use of
accounting information by politicians and others.  



Some remarks from this workshop
1. Influence of institutionalization of PA in Brazil (where PS Accounting is, 

what forces act over PS Accounting researchers) (Peci)

2. Researchers (first authors, 2000-2010) working on PA concentrated in S 
and SE areas (Peci) 

3. 2 Phd programs in PA (Peci), but none Phd program in PS Accounting

4. Gap between academia and practitioners, academia does not see the 
gap, practitioners do not access research evidences (Stecollini)

5. To fill (reduce) the gap: ‘what’ questions and ‘how’ questions  



Where to work on?
1. ‘What’

- In Brazil, we are looking at ‘harmonization’ as an isolated phenomena, 
varying from a technical perspective to a political perspective

- But always from an ‘isolated’ perspective (not considering 
‘harmonization’ as part of Public Financial Management Cycle. 

- It is expected (as a complex phenomena), but the risk is ignore the 
associated implications!

e.g.: What is the harmonization ‘value for money’?, we are going to 
improve accountability - are we taking-it-for-granted?, Do accountants 
understand what is going on? Will it reduce political shortermism and 
increase sustainability awareness?



Where to work on?
2. The ‘How’ helping the “What”

- Bringing accountants, politicians (executive and legislative), journalists, 
to be in touch with our ‘connectors’ (events, newsletter and website)

e.g. We just involved practitioners to our webfocus group

- Balance our research design, to a more inductive approach, aiming to 
understand ‘what is going on’!

- Then, we can consider ‘what is relevant for a country (local context)?’

e.g. ‘What is important to Chile now?’ And for Colombia?

- There are common issues, currently relevant to practitioners (higher 
implications) which we could consider to contribute? 

> RAP Special Issue  - Overseas Influences & Latin America
What we have to say on:

- PSA influence on sustainability?

- PSA influence on corruption?

- PSA influence on transparency?


